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Abstract

Exercise has emerged as fundamental therapeutic medicine in the management of cancer. Exercise improves health-related outcomes,

including quality of life, neuromuscular strength, physical function, and body composition, and it is associated with a lower risk of disease recur-

rence and increased survival. Moreover, exercise during or post cancer treatments is safe, can ameliorate treatment-related side effects, and may

enhance the effectiveness of chemotherapy and radiation therapy. To date, traditional resistance training (RT) is the most used RT modality in

exercise oncology. However, alternative training modes, such as eccentric, cluster set, and blood flow restriction are gaining increased attention.

These training modalities have been extensively investigated in both athletic and clinical populations (e.g., age-related frailty, cardiovascular

disease, type 2 diabetes), showing considerable benefits in terms of neuromuscular strength, hypertrophy, body composition, and physical func-

tion. However, these training modes have only been partially or not at all investigated in cancer populations. Thus, this study outlines the benefits

of these alternative RT methods in patients with cancer. Where evidence in cancer populations is sparse, we provide a robust rationale for the

possible implementation of certain RT methods that have shown positive results in other clinical populations. Finally, we provide clinical

insights for research that may guide future RT investigations in patients with cancer and suggest clear practical applications for targeted cancer

populations and related benefits.
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1. Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines physical

activity as any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles

that requires energy expenditure.1 Exercise for general well-

being, health and, most recently, medical treatment is a growing

area of interest over the past few decades. The WHO has

provided exercise recommendations in the management of 4

types of noncommunicable diseases: (a) cardiovascular diseases

(CVDs), (b) chronic respiratory diseases, (c) type 2 diabetes

mellitus, and (d) cancer.1,2 The WHO expert panel recommends
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at least 150�300 min or 75�150 min of moderate or vigorous

aerobic physical activity, respectively.1 In addition, the WHO

advocates for performing strengthening exercises involving all

major muscle groups at moderate or greater intensity twice per

week to counteract the possible onset of noncommunicable

diseases.1,3,4 Among these diseases, cancer represents the

biggest contributor to morbidity and mortality worldwide. For

example, it has been estimated that a total of 19.3 million cases

and 10.0 million deaths occurred in 2020 due to various forms

of cancer, with breast, lung, colon and rectum, and prostate

cancer being the most common cancer types and contributing

most to mortality.5 Unfortunately, the prevalence of cancer is

rapidly increasing and, as a result, strategies to prevent or treat

cancer are needed.5
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Exercise has emerged as a new and fundamental therapeutic

medicine in the management of cancer.6�9 Not only is it

widely acknowledged that exercise lowers the risk of at least 7

different types of cancer, but it has also been associated with

lower risk of cancer recurrence as well as with higher survival

rates in patients with cancer.10 Furthermore, there is strong

evidence of the safety and effectiveness of exercise as a medi-

cine to address health-related cancer outcomes, including

fatigue, quality of life (QoL), cardiorespiratory capacity,

neuromuscular strength, physical function (e.g., 6-minute walk

test (6MWT)), body composition (e.g., fat and lean mass),

anxiety, and depressive symptoms.11�15 In summary, exercise

either during or post cancer treatments (i.e., chemotherapy or

radiation therapy) is safe, provides physical and mental health

benefits, and ameliorates treatment-related side effects (e.g.,

fatigue, nausea, weight loss or gain).8,16

When considering the type of exercise undertaken, 2

distinct modes are commonly used: (a) resistance training

(RT) and (b) aerobic training. The American College of Sports

Medicine defines RT as an intense physical activity of very

short duration generating physical exertion against a resistance

(e.g., bodyweight, barbell, dumbbell, stretch bands, or

machine) with the purpose of improving muscular strength

and eliciting muscle hypertrophy.17 RT movements are

performed against an external force sufficient to limit the

number of repetitions due to the accumulation of neuromus-

cular fatigue. This stimulates the body to respond by producing

structural, physiological, and chemical adaptations so the indi-

vidual can produce higher muscular force. It should be

acknowledged that bodyweight RT could be a sufficient over-

load to elicit positive adaptation for some populations (e.g.,

older cancer patients, patients with low muscle mass, or those

with other accompanying health conditions). By contrast,

aerobic training encompasses continuous or intermittent phys-

ical activities involving repetitive movements that can be

maintained over longer durations (e.g., walking, swimming,

rowing, cycling) aimed at improving cardiorespiratory fitness

and reducing body fat.18

However, more nuanced training modalities have recently

gained attention, not only in athletic populations, but in clini-

cal as well (e.g., CVD, type 2 diabetes mellitus, age-related

frailty). For example, it has been shown that eccentric (ECC)

training (i.e., active lengthening of muscle tissue against an

external force or load) induces superior improvements in

muscle strength and hypertrophy in older adults when

compared to traditional RT.19,20 An additional benefit of ECC

training is lower metabolic cost and muscle activity for equal

levels of exerted force demand; thus, it has also become an

attractive method for patients suffering from CVD.21 In addi-

tion, manipulation of traditional RT parameters through the

alteration of set configuration and rest periods (e.g., cluster

sets (CS)) was recently examined with respect to CVD

management; the result was less perceived fatigue, which

consequently lead to greater intensity being achieved during

RT.22

Blood flow restriction (BFR) training has also been shown

to induce hypertrophic adaptations with lower intensities (i.e.,
from bodyweight to »50% of 1 repetition maximum (1RM))

in healthy subjects.23 Considerable benefit for preserving

muscle mass has been reported for older patients in intensive

care when BFR was coupled with passive mobilization.24

Taken together, the aforementioned training methods may be

of interest to patients with cancer and their clinicians, consid-

ering the commonly associated cancer-related comorbidities

often reported (e.g., weight gain, CVDs, bone and muscle

mass loss). With this in mind, it should be noted that these

training modes either haven’t been investigated in cancer

populations or have been only partially investigated.25�30

Findings are more conclusive in other clinical populations

(i.e., older adults, CVDs, diabetes), which provides a basis for

their application in patients with cancer.21,22,24,31�33

Therefore, the primary aim of this narrative review was to

outline potential alternative RT methods to enhance muscle

strength, hypertrophy, physical function, and body composi-

tion that could be considered for investigation in patients with

cancer. Additionally, where evidence in cancer populations is

sparse, we have provided a rationale for possible future studies

of certain RT methods that have shown positive results in

other clinical populations.
2. Benefits of traditional RT

It is well-established that RT provides multiple benefits for

clinical populations. For many years, researchers have

reported that RT results in reversal of muscle loss, reduced fat

mass, as well as increased bone mineral density, muscle

strength, and muscle mass.34 In addition, RT is considered an

efficient method for improving metabolic and cardiorespira-

tory health, leading to a decrease in CVD and type 2 diabetes

mellitus, in some cases, equivalent to aerobic training.35

Furthermore, it has been reported that RT is associated with

reduced risk of all-cause, CVD, and cancer-specific mortality

by »14%.36

More specifically, in cancer patients undergoing chemo-

therapy or radiation therapy, a recent meta-analysis revealed

significant small to moderate increases in lean mass (standard-

ized mean difference (MD) = 0.23), lower and upper limb

muscle strength (standardized MD: 0.57�0.58), and handgrip

strength (standardized MD= 1.32).37 Similarly, in a meta-analysis

of patients undergoing neoadjuvant therapy (i.e., before

surgery) as well as adjuvant therapy (i.e., after surgery), RT

improved muscle strength with overall MDs of 23.4 kg and

28.6 kg, respectively.38 When examining the effects of RT in

cancer survivors, RT significantly enhanced lower limb

muscle strength as measured by load lifted during the leg

press (weighted MD = 18.2 kg) and reduced percentage of

body fat (weighted MD = 4.0%)39 with significant increases

in lean mass (i.e., �0.01% to 11.8%) also noted.40 In addi-

tion, measures of physical function have also been assessed

after RT interventions in cancer survivors, including the

timed up-and-go test (TUG), 30-second chair stand,

6MWT, 400-m walk, and stair climb test, all of which

showed improvement, by 8.2%, 14.0%, 7.6%, 7.9%, and

8.5%, respectively.41
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Examining the RT parameters applied in these studies, most

interventions involved 8�12 repetitions of 2�4 sets,

consisting of concentric and ECC phases of 1 s with intensity

adapted according to a specific %RM or set number of

repetitions,37,39,40,42 which corresponds with common tradi-

tional RT protocols.8 However, alternative RT methods (e.g.,

BFR or ECC training) are currently used in clinical popula-

tions. In this regard, further research is necessary to investigate

whether such alternative RT methods provide comparable (or

better) benefits in health-related outcomes for cancer patients.

3. Benefits of alternative RT methods

Trials adopting alternative RT methods in cancer patients

are listed in Table 1. In order to clearly elucidate the effects on

the outcome measures, calculations of effect sizes (ES) have

been conducted and are presented below.

3.1. ECC training

Among the alternative RT methods, ECC training has been

the most used in exercise interventions with cancer
Table 1

Summary of studies using alternative RT methods in cancer populations.

Training mode Population Training intervention

Eccentric training Prostate cancer patients

undergoing ADT (n = 5) and

no ADT (n = 5)46

Eccentric leg press from 5

RPE light to 20 min RPE s

hard; 3 d/w for 12 weeks

Breast, prostate, colorectal,

and lymphoma cancer survi-

vors (n = 20)27

Eccentric leg press from 5

RPE light to 20 min RPE s

hard; 3 d/w for 12 weeks

Breast, prostate, colorectal,

lung, and lymphoma cancer

survivors (n = 40)26

Eccentric leg press from 5

RPE light to 20 min RPE s

hard vs. CON: Usual care;

12 weeks

Blood flow restriction

training

Abdominal cancer patients

before surgery (n = 24)28
Nine RT exercises 20�30

tions£ 3 sets with BFR pl

walking with BFR; 6 d/w (

AT alternated) for 4 weeks

Note: " denotes increase; # denotes decrease.

Abbreviations: 6MWT = 6-minute walk test; 95%CI = 95% confidence interval; A

restriction; CON = control; CSA = cross-sectional area; d/w = day per week; ES =

RPE = rate of perceived exertion; RT = resistance training; TUG = timed up-and-go
populations, albeit that is only 3 trials. By definition, ECC

muscle contractions involve the active lengthening of muscle

against an external load.20 The unique trait of ECC training is

the combination of high muscle force production with a rela-

tively low energy cost.43 From a physiological perspective,

compared to traditional RT, ECC training drives greater

anabolic signaling, satellite cell activation, and motor unit

recruitment which, in turn, contribute to developing greater

levels of muscle mass.44 Consequently, this enables greater

expression of force production, motor unit discharge rate, and

muscle tendon unit stiffness, which collectively help to

increase neuromuscular strength.45

Hansen et al.46 investigated the effects of ECC leg press in

10 prostate cancer patients (5 who were undergoing androgen

deprivation therapy), 3 times per week for 12 weeks. There

was improvement in 6MWT (ES: 0.22�0.37), TUG (ES:

0.39�0.41), maximal knee extension isometric peak force

(ES: �0.07 to 0.74), and quadriceps volume (ES: 0.04�0.42).

In addition, LaStayo et al.27 examined the same training in 20

breast, prostate, colorectal, and lymphoma cancer survivors

with thrice weekly training sessions for 12 weeks. Measures of
Result

min and

omewhat

6MWT (meter): ADT gr " (ES = 0.37 (95%CI: �1.10 to 1.84)), no

ADT gr " (ES = 0.22 (95%CI: �1.24 to 0.69))

TUG(s): ADT gr # (ES = 0.39 (95%CI: �1.09 to 1.86)), no ADT

gr # (ES = 0.41 (95%CI: �1.07 to 1.89))

Maximal knee extension isometric peak force right (Nm): ADT

gr " (ES = 0.50 (95%CI: �1.99 to 0.98)), no ADT gr " (ES = 0.74

(95%CI: �0.78 to 2.26))

Maximal knee extension isometric peak force left (Nm): ADT gr "
(ES = 0.34 (95%CI: �1.14 to 1.81)), no ADT gr # (ES =�0.07

(95%CI: �1.53 to 1.39))

Quadriceps volume right (cm3): ADT gr " (ES = 0.10 (95%CI:

�1.36 to 1.56)), no ADT gr " (ES = 0.26 (95%CI: �1.21 to 1.72))

Quadriceps volume left (cm3): ADT gr " (ES = 0.04 (95%CI:

�1.42 to 1.50)), no ADT gr " (ES = 0.42 (95%CI: �1.06 to 1.90))

min and

omewhat

Maximal knee extension isometric peak force (N): " (ES = 0.28

(95%CI: �0.92 to 0.37))

TUG (s): # (ES = 0.47 (95%CI: �0.18 to 1.12))

min and

omewhat

3 d/w for

Quadriceps lean CSA (cm2): INT gr " (ES = 0.16), CON gr #
(ES = 0.01)

Maximal knee extension isometric peak force (N): INT gr "
(ES = 0.28), CON gr " (ES = 0.04)

Stair climbing (W): INT gr " (ES = 0.71), CON gr " (ES = 0.22)

6MWT (m): NT gr " (ES = 0.39), CON gr " (ES = 0.09)

Stair descent (s): INT gr # (ES = 0.40), CON gr # (ES = 0.14)

repeti-

us 15 min

RT and

Fat mass (kg): # (ES = 0.06 (95%CI: �0.52 to 0.65))

Lean mass (kg): " (ES = 0.06 (95%CI: �0.52 to 0.65))

Appendicular lean mass (kg): " (ES = 0.06 (95%CI: �0.52 to

0.64))

Trunk fat mass (kg): # (ES = 0.05 (95%CI: �0.53 to 0.63))

Trunk lean mass (kg): " (ES = 0.03 (95%CI: �0.54 to 0.61))

Hand grip strength (kg): " (ES = 0.02 (95%CI: �0.57 to 0.60))

5 times sit-to-stand (s): # (ES = 0.56 (95%CI: �0.03 to 1.15))

DT = androgen deprivation therapy; AT = aerobic training; BFR = blood flow

effect size; gr = group; INT = intervention; N = Newton; Nm =Newton-meter;

test; W = watt.
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maximal knee extension isometric peak force (ES = 0.28) and

TUG (ES = 0.47) significantly increased between time points.

Another similar pilot study led by the same research group26

implemented the same exercise prescription (i.e., ECC leg

press) 3 times a week over a 12-week period in 40 breast,

prostate, colorectal, lung, and lymphoma cancer survivors

compared to a usual care (control) group, which did not

include any recommendation about exercising. Maximal knee

extension isometric peak force (ES = 0.28), quadriceps cross-

sectional area (ES = 0.16), 6MWT (ES = 0.39), stair descent

(ES = 0.40), and stair climbing (ES = 0.71) favored the inter-

vention compared to the control group from pre- to post-

intervention.

Taken together, such findings are promising. Enhanced

physical fitness, muscle strength, cross-sectional area, and

physical function all positively impact QoL, the ability to cope

with daily functional activities, and tolerance to cancer treat-

ments (i.e., chemotherapy and radiation therapy).47�51 Thus,

ECC training appears to elicit physical benefits in cancer

patients and survivors. However, some limitations in the afore-

mentioned studies are worth mentioning. First, the ECC leg

press training protocol adopted an intensity ranging from light

to somewhat hard (via the rating of perceived exertion scale)

and a duration of up to 20 min using only this exercise; so,

given the importance of variety in optimizing adaptations, this

protocol may limit further possible positive adaptations from

RT. Typically, 6�8 exercises involving major muscle groups

and 8�12 repetitions at an intensity of 60%�80% 1RM are

recommended,8 which are in contrast with current ECC inter-

vention studies in cancer. Moreover, it is unclear whether the

training selected was accentuated ECC only or also included

the concentric phase. No studies reported the duration of the

ECC phase, which is unusual given that one of the specific

goals of ECC training is to slow down the ECC phase to

provide enhanced strength and hypertrophy adaptations.52

Further, owing to the high heterogeneity in the different

cancer populations examined and stages of related treatments,

future investigations are required. Still, the researchers

reported overall improvements in several outcomes, including

muscle strength and a range of other physical functions.

To further support its implementation in cancer patients,

ECC training has been previously investigated in other clinical

populations. In a recent review, ECC training was reported to

be superior for improvements in isometric knee strength,

TUG, 2-min sit-to-stand test, and 30-s sit-to-stand test

compared to traditional RT in older adults, while also being

safe and feasible for frail and unwell people.19 Further, ECC

training has also been used in the management of obesity,

diabetes, cardiorespiratory, and chronic diseases (e.g., stroke,

osteoarthritis, Parkinson’s disease),53�56 because it has the

capability to produce lower metabolic cost and muscle activity

for equal levels of exerted force with reduced demand on the

cardiovascular system.21 Thus, ECC training may be highly

indicated for cancer patients and survivors who are older, frail,

and who have low physical function and cardiovascular

impairments after cancer treatment.57 However, caution

should be applied when administering ECC training in case of
neuromuscular impairment (e.g., chemotherapy-induced

peripheral neuropathy), as this may be a potential contraindica-

tion.58 Therefore, RT modalities such as ECC training, which

improve muscular strength and hypertrophy without creating

excessive cardiovascular stress (e.g., shortness of breath), may

represent an important alternative training intervention for

consideration.

Preliminary findings show that ECC training can be safely

introduced in cancer populations to promote positive morpho-

logical and physiological changes.26,27,46 However, further

research is necessary to clearly elucidate the effects of ECC

training in different cancer types, treatments, and stages of

disease. Among the several outcomes worth investigating, it

may be assumed that muscle strength and hypertrophy could

be favorably enhanced through ECC training, as has been

shown in preclinical models.59�62 Indeed, positive adaptations

in skeletal muscles may occur owing to the greater anabolic

signals driven by ECC training as compared to traditional RT

which, in turn, stimulate satellite cell proliferation.44,63 This is

of critical importance for cancer patients presenting with

skeletal muscle mass loss (e.g., sarcopenia or cachexia).64,65
3.2. CS training

Another alternative RT method is CS training. Compared to

traditional RT, CS uses short intra-set or inter-repetition rest

periods.66�68 These rest periods can be used between a few

repetitions or even between single repetitions, with durations

ranging from 15�45 s.22 From a practical point of view, tradi-

tional RT is based on a given number of repetitions performed

in a continuous manner, while CS incorporates a short rest

period or periods throughout the set.69 CS has been demon-

strated to be an efficacious tool for a wide range of healthy

populations, regardless of gender, age, and training experi-

ence.70 Additionally, it is well-established that traditional RT

causes greater mechanical fatigue and lactate concentrations

compared to CS.71 Thus, one of the benefits of CS is to reduce

fatigue and increase recovery compared to traditional RT

protocols.72 This is likely to translate into a greater intensity

which, in turn, may also promote greater strength and muscle

size adaptations.66,73 Furthermore, it has also been postulated

that training tolerance can be improved, with an increase in

adherence.74,75

However, to date only a single study protocol has been

published utilizing CS training in cancer patients.25 Implemen-

tation of CS training in oncological care requires further

research, but the premise of potential clinical application in

cancer populations is worth investigating. The underlying

rationale is derived from recent studies conducted in older

adults that show CS was not inferior but even advantageous

for some outcomes. For example, compared to traditional RT

in a range of physical function outcomes, including 10-m

walking speed test (CS: +15.1%; RT: +6.6%; ES = 0.85),

8-foot up-and-go test (CS: +15.1%; RT: +8.9%; ES = 0.46),

and sit-to-stand (CS: +19.9%; RT: +13.7%; ES = 0.21), all in

favor of CS.76 Additionally, equal improvements were

observed in traditional RT and CS training in muscle strength
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(RT: 34.3%�41.2%; CS: 30.7%�34.9%).77 CS training has

also been used in cardiac rehabilitation because of its tendency

to reduce the total load on the cardiovascular system compared

to traditional RT, resulting in lower heart rate and systolic

blood pressure during resistance exercise with intra-set rest

periods.78 In addition, CS training appears to mitigate fatigue

and perception of physical and mental effort and so is

suggested for treatment of different vulnerable populations,

such as in patients with Parkinson’s disease, motor neuron

disease, stroke, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.22

Although it is still a novelty in the clinical setting, the

underlying mechanisms suggest that greater physical benefits

can be achieved through CS training. Thus, application and

evaluation may be of particular interest especially for cancer

patients displaying fatigue (i.e., cancer-related fatigue (CRF),

for example, during chemotherapy) or deconditioning (e.g.,

cancer patients or survivors with obesity).79�81 Our assump-

tion is that CS training may help cancer patients to overcome

physical and mental barriers detrimental to exercise adherence

with the use of intra-set or inter-repetition rest periods.66,68,82

Moreover, CS may be especially useful in tailoring training

intensity and total dosage to the patient’s needs, which is in

line with the current Exercise and Sports Science Australia

(ESSA) guidelines.7 As shown for other clinical populations, a

lower perception of fatigue as well as positive physical adapta-

tions in muscle strength makes CS training a potentially attrac-

tive modality for future research in cancer settings (i.e., during

and after cancer treatments). With this in mind, our suggestion

is to implement research into CS training specifically for

cancer patients undergoing treatments (e.g., chemotherapy), in

particular for those struggling to exercise due to impaired

cardiovascular function (e.g., lung cancer) or CRF.
3.3. BFR training

BFR is an additional alternative RT method consisting of

partially restricting arterial inflow and fully restricting venous

outflow in working musculature during exercise.83 Generally,

external pressure is applied (e.g., tourniquet, pressurized cuff,

elastic banding), leading to a gradual mechanical compression

of the lower or upper limbs.84 The occlusion of venous outflow

reduces blood flow overall, resulting in greater hypoxia within

the muscles.85 Exercising with BFR produces a hypertrophic

response at lower training intensities. For example, RT with

BFR performed with load <50% 1RM provided substantial

changes in muscle mass equal to traditional high-load RT (i.e.,

>65% 1RM) in a healthy population.23 Although there are

possible contraindications to BFR, including unstable hyper-

tension, peripheral vascular disease, venous thromboembo-

lism, and cardiopulmonary conditions, it has been proven safe

in clinical settings.84

Despite the beneficial effects on skeletal muscles, very few

BFR studies have been conducted in patients with cancer.

Wooten et al.28 investigated the effects of a 4-week BFR

program in 24 patients with abdominal cancer waiting for

surgery. The training protocol consisted of 3 sets of 20�30

repetitions, including both upper and lower body BFR
resistance exercises and walking sessions wearing BFR bands,

6 days per week. Negligible changes were found in body

composition (ES: 0.03�0.06) and hand grip strength

(ES = 0.02), while 6MWT and TUG significantly (p < 0.05)

improved by approximately 50 meters and 1 s, respectively

(although no raw scores or ES data were reported). However,

it should be noted that the absence of specific training load

parameters (e.g., %RM or rating of perceived exertion) and

the short intervention duration may limit the positive adapta-

tions of BFR. In addition, a recently published study protocol

adopting BFR in early-stage breast cancer patients has outlined

a future investigation of potential BFR effects on QoL, physi-

cal function, and body composition.86

As is often the case, BFR has recently gained attention in

clinical settings despite the paucity of studies in cancer

patients.87,88 In a recent review, exercising with BFR as

compared to traditional RT resulted in similar improvements

in muscle strength and even greater increases in muscle size

(ES: 0.11�3.6; measured using cross-sectional area, volume,

mass, and thickness) and muscle strength (ES: 0.55�4.34) in

older adults.89,90 Furthermore, it is worth mentioning the role

of BFR in attenuating muscle atrophy and strength loss

following immobilization. Indeed, passive mobilization using

BFR led to 19% muscle mass loss compared to 25% in the

limb that did not receive BFR.24 In addition, a significant

attenuation in knee extensor�flexor strength loss in ECC

(BFR: �4.7% to �0.6%; control (CON): �23.5% to �18.9%),

concentric (BFR: �6.9% to �2.9%; CON: �22.1% to

�18.6%), and isometric (BFR: �4.4% to �3.7%; CON:

�22.1% to �20.9%) actions91,92 was observed when BFR

was delivered to immobilized patients as compared to

controls.

Once again, despite the limited empirical investigations

involving BFR training, it should be considered a training

method worthy of examination in future research. In fact, the

potential to promote muscle growth and strength with body

weight or low loads should not be underestimated in cancer

settings, in particular for those who have been immobilized

following surgery.93 It is well-established that deconditioned

cancer patients performing traditional RT respond well to

body weight exercises for increasing muscle strength and

hypertrophy.94 In this regard, BFR may provide additional

positive physical adaptations in the first phase of cancer treat-

ment, gradually stimulating muscle hypertrophy via a syner-

gistic response to metabolic stress and mechanical tension.95

Furthermore, BFR could be used as a strategy for hospital-

ized cancer patients who experience considerable decline

in physical function (e.g., 6MWT, TUG) and muscle

atrophy.96�98 Indeed, BFR training during hospitalization

may attenuate decline in physical deconditioning.96 Finally,

BFR can also be used in home-based exercise prescription in

the absence of any contraindications.28 It is established that

home-based exercise has the potential to overcome the

barriers that limit access for patients with cancer to partici-

pate in programs under direct supervision.99 However, it is

difficult to implement the same intensity with traditional RT

in the home environment due to limitations of equipment and
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supervision possibly constraining physical adaptations.99 BFR

may allow patients to train at sufficient intensity to induce

significant muscle gains while exercising at home.93

Notably, BFR has been found to be safe in different clinical

conditions (e.g., in subjects with obesity), meaning that its

implementation can be tested in cancer settings.84,100 Indeed,

evidence shows that RT with BFR did not elevate the risk of

venous thromboembolism after 12 weeks in older adults,101,102

and did not increase blood coagulation factors in patients with

ischemic heart disease.103 Additionally, the exercise-induced

muscle damage in response to this alternative RT method has

been investigated, showing that when performed with low

loads (i.e., <50% 1RM) BFR did not induce substantial

muscle damage.104�107 However, considering the possible

discomfort induced by BFR, training adherence should be

monitored closely in cancer populations. Caution is necessary

as each individual may respond differently, and special atten-

tion should be paid to fragile patients with cancer to avoid

possible negative side effects (e.g., patients undergoing

chemotherapy who may show altered endothelial and vascular

functions).108 In line with that, we strongly recommend

adapting the recommendations of ESSA to patients’ needs.7

Thus, although there are possible contraindications to the use

of BFR, it has been proven safe in clinical settings, including

cancer settings.28,84,109,110 Our assumptions are only specula-

tive, with the benefits of BFR being more consistent in hospi-

talized and immobilized patient based on previous studies in

older patients in intensive care.24,89,90 However, if such bene-

fits can be observed in other populations (e.g., older adults), it

may be assumed that patients with cancer could also benefit

from this training modality before and after treatment. For

these reasons, we recommend that future research examine

BFR in the oncology setting.

4. Directions for future research

We have provided a rationale for alternative RT methods to

be considered in potential exercise prescription for future

research in people with cancer, although there is still a need to

distinguish these potential alternative RT methods based on

cancer type, stage, and demographic characteristics. Although

very few studies on ECC, CS, and BFR currently exist in

cancer populations, the plausible physiological benefits appear

to be robust even though further research is necessary. This is

supported by the findings of ongoing studies (i.e., protocol

papers),25,86 which will be delivered in the future. Research

has already been conducted in older adults and other clinical

populations (e.g., subjects with obesity), further corroborating

the possible use of alternative RT methods in cancer research.

Thus, the following key points should be considered for future

research.

(1) ECC training may be an alternative RT method for
fostering improvements in muscle strength and mass, thus

triggering strong anabolic signaling for muscle
growth.44,63 Researchers should investigate not only the

benefits in terms of physical outcomes (i.e., muscle

strength and hypertrophy) but also the physiological path-

ways involved. Such research will provide insightful infor-

mation about the underlying mechanisms that promote

muscle growth during cancer treatments and when patients

are in remission. CS training is another RT modality that

may be examined for patients who are suffering from CRF

(e.g., during chemotherapy) or who are deconditioned

(e.g., cancer patients with obesity or cardiovascular

impairment) because it has the benefit of minimizing

fatigue, which represents one of the most reported barriers

to exercise and has a major impact on QoL.111 Practically,

researchers should determine whether CS training is more

tolerable in patients with CRF or deconditioning and,

consequently, whether it improves exercise adherence and

compliance. Patients with advanced disease and extensive

treatment history who are highly deconditioned (e.g., those

with lung cancer, high grade glioma, pancreatic cancer)

require more sophisticated RT investigations to improve

exercise therapy outcomes. BFR interventions should be

scrutinized in relation to positive muscle adaptations with

lower intensities (i.e., from body weight to <50% 1RM).

Since BFR may boost physical adaptations compared to

traditional RT, it is an attractive modality for future studies

in patients with severe muscle loss, where only body

weight exercises are possible, or for in-hospital patients

with cancer (i.e., following surgery), which to our knowl-

edge is an area that has received little investigation to date.
(2)
 Where possible, we also suggest that longer-term inter-

vention studies are conducted, possibly up to 6�12

months. Although it is well-established that adaptations

occur in 8�12 weeks in healthy subjects,112 it is also

widely accepted that training is a process, where consis-

tency helps to drive greater positive adaptations over

time.113 In some patients with cancer (e.g., patients with

lung cancer), lower dosages of exercise are required

because they are unable to tolerate and adapt to the

generic recommendations, but this then requires longer

programs to achieve meaningful benefits. Related to this,

future study designs should carefully consider their

fundamental aspects, such as exercise selection, intensity,

volume, and frequency. To clearly elucidate the benefits

of alternative RT methods, we suggest that traditional RT

should be used as a control condition with total volume

(i.e., set£ repetition£ intensity) remaining equal

between training methods so that inferences can be made

about what adaptations have occurred.
Another important direction for future research in exercise

oncology is to determine how these alternative RT methods

influence morbidity and mortality. Similarly, future research

should aim to understand how responses differ based on

disease stage (e.g., localized vs. advanced diseases).
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5. Practical applications

New and upcoming studies should explore the effects of

ECC, CS, and BFR training modalities in cancer patients. In

Table 2 we propose alternative RT modalities with high poten-

tial for future investigations, as well as possible outcomes of

interest. Importantly, our assumptions are in line with current

ESSA recommendations that intensity, frequency, duration,

dosage, progression, periodization, and autoregulation should

be carefully tailored to fit patient needs, stage of disease, and

on-going treatment.7

Based on the limited evidence thus far, ECC training can be

delivered on resistance machines to enhance safety for cancer

patients, especially those who have limited RT experience. For

example, if the primary aim was to attenuate muscle loss, a

protocol of 6�12 repetitions at an intensity of 60%�80%

1RM with approximately 3 s under tension during the ECC

phase20 could be explored. Patients who are unaccustomed to

this type of training may experience some muscle soreness, so

it should be progressed gradually by limiting training volume

initially and continually monitoring it from session to session.

In contrast, patients accustomed to RT may benefit from

accentuated ECC training,114 which safely allows loads >80%

1RM, for which enhanced muscle strength and hypertrophy

are the primary desired outcomes.

CS training may be indicated for patients with CRF or those

who have difficulties with traditional RT prescription. We

have proposed 2 examples with different rest period schemes

(i.e., 15 s and 30 s) in order to attenuate fatigue during a tradi-

tional RT protocol based on 6�12 repetitions. Intra-set rest

periods can be tailored to each patient’s capacity. Thus, if the

primary goal is to attenuate fatigue while maximizing muscle

strength, then CS training may be a suitable strategy for

patients with cancer.

In addition, BFR may be an option for those patients who

show severe muscle loss, and potentially for those who are
Table 2

An overview of methods to practically apply different RT methods in patients with c

Training mode Repetition Set Load/intensity RPE

Eccentric training 8�12 1�4 60%�80% 1RM;

3 s ecc and 1 s

conc

6�8

Accentuated eccentric

training

6�8 >80% 1RM; 3 s

ecc and 1 s conc

8�10

Cluster sets training 4 + 4 + 4; 30 s

intra-set rest

1�3 60%�80% 1RM 6�8

2 + 2 + 2; 15 s

intra-set rest

60%�80% 1RM 6�8

Blood flow restriction

training

10�15 1�3 BW to 50% 1RM 5�8

20�25 BW to 30% 1RM 3�6

Notes: Suggested intensity and volume need to be prescribed according to subjects’

# denotes decrease.

Abbreviations: BW= body weight; conc = concentric phase; CRF = cancer-relate

RM = repetition maximum; RPE = rate of perceived exertion; RT = resistance trainin
hospitalized. As BFR intensity is generally lower than that of

traditional RT (intensity could be up to 50% 1RM and >10

repetitions, which may be suitable to attenuate muscle loss and

atrophy). This form of training may require 3�5 sessions per

week to promote substantial anabolic signaling. In practice,

this training mode may require time for patients to learn

proper technique, expertise from professionals in its adminis-

tration. Finally, BFR is limited to upper (upper arm and

forearm) and lower limbs (thigh and lower leg).

Lastly, regardless of the alternative RT modalities imple-

mented, exercise selection, intensity, volume, and frequency

must be tailored to each patient’s physical capacities, health

status, type, and stage of cancer as well as to the setting and

level of supervision.

6. Conclusion

Although exercise oncology has dramatically advanced

over the past 2 decades, the full therapeutic potential of exer-

cise in patients with cancer may be masked by the current use

of generic prescriptions.115 Given their potentially equal or

greater effects on muscle strength, hypertrophy, physical func-

tion, and body composition compared to traditional RT, alter-

native RT methods should be assessed and implemented for

future research (Fig. 1). Further, the peculiarities of each

modality could be of interest for specific cancer populations,

stages of disease, or cancer and treatment-related comorbidi-

ties. Here we have summarized the benefits driven by these

RT methods, the underlying mechanisms, directions for future

research, and practical applications in the cancer setting.
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ancer, including proposed benefits.

Frequency

(d/w)

Possible outcome

of interest

Target population Benefits

3�5 Muscle strength,

muscle mass,

body composition

Cancer patient under-

going treatments

Attenuate muscle

loss

Cancer survivors

accustomed to RT

"Muscle strength

and hypertrophy

2�3 Muscle strength,

QoL

Cancer patients

suffering from CRF

# Fatigue

Cancer patients

deconditioned

# Fatigue

3�5 Muscle strength,

muscle mass,

body composition

Cancer patients with

moderate-to-severe

muscle loss

"Muscle strength

and mass

Inpatient cancer Attenuate muscle

loss and atrophy

physical capacities, health status, type and stage of cancer. " denotes increase;

d fatigue; d/w = day per week; ecc = eccentric phase; QoL = quality of life;

g.



Fig. 1. Potential proposed benefits of alternative RT methods. " denotes increase; # denotes decrease. BW = body weight; conc = concentric phase; ecc = eccentric

phase; RM = repetition maximum; RT = resistance training.
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